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Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are novel crystalline
polymers with a unique designable feature at molecular level
via weaving chemistry.[1,2] 2D COFs with a variety of ordered
π systems provide a desirable platform for developing
visible-light responsive photocatalysts for solar energy storage
and conversion and have already shown potential applications
in photocatalytic water splitting, CO2 reduction, and organic
synthesis.[3–11] In regardless of suitable bandgap and band
structure, COFs in most cases afforded very low quantum effi-
ciency in photocatalysis. Considering that the separation and

transportation of the photogenerated
charges is the key step in photosynthesis,
the fast extraction of photogenerated elec-
trons confined in π orbitals of COFs is very
important for efficient photosynthesis.

In natural photosynthesis, the photogen-
erated holes and electrons are spacially
separated in PS II (catalyze H2O oxidation
to Hþ and O2) and PS I (photoenzymatic
reduction of NAD(P)þ to NAD(P)H).[12]

The excited electrons are transferred from
PS II to PS I through multistep with the
assistance of mediators to inhibit the
charge recombination. Inspired by natural
photosynthesis, the utilization of an elec-
tron mediator is an efficient strategy to
enhance the charge separation of COFs
for efficient artificial photosynthesis. A
good electron mediator should possess
redox potentials alignment with the band
structure of COFs and the properties of
easy electron acception and donation.

Polyoxometallates (POMs) could be
reduced to heteropolyblue (HPB) via
accepting electrons.[13] More interestingly,

HPB can be excited by visible and near-infrared light at about
700 nm via intervalence charge transfer to regain the energy that
is lost in the reduction process and the excited HPB* facilely
denotes electrons to electron acceptors, e.g., Hþ, O2, and metal
complexes to drive the photocatalytic reductive reactions.
Previous studies showed that the photocatalytic activity of semi-
conductors, e.g., C3N4, TiO2 were greatly promoted by coupling
with POM in photocatalytic CO2 reduction, water oxidation, and
organic pollutants removal due to the enhanced charge separa-
tion.[14–17] Though POM is a good candidate as electron mediator
and electron storage tank, the coupling of COFs and POM has
not been reported yet for artificial photosynthesis as far as
we know, possibly related with the difficulty in hybridizing of
the POM and COFs.

Herein, we report the fabrication of nanoCOF/POM compo-
sites for the first time by simply mixing the cetyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide/sodium dodecyl sulfate (CTAB/SDS, molar ratio
of 97/3) micelle stabilized nanoCOF colloid solution with
Na3PW12O40 (Scheme 1). NanoCOF/POM composites possess
visible-light responsive properties inherited from nanoTp-TTA
COF (synthesized using 1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol and
4,4 0,4 00-(1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triyl)trianiline as precursors). The
transfer of photogenerated electrons from nanoTp-TTA COF to
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Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) as novel visible-light responsive photo-
catalysts confront the problem of low photocatalytic activity due to the difficulty
in separation of photogenerated charge carriers. Herein, the fabrication of
nanoCOF/polyoxometallate (POM) composites to enhance the charge
separation efficiency via cascade electron relay is reported. It is found that the
photogenerated electrons in the π orbitals of nanoCOF quickly transfer
to POM (electron mediator and electron storage tank) to form heteropolyblue
(HPB), which is verified by electron paramagnetic resonance and ultraviolet
(UV)–vis characterizations. In photocatalytic NADH regeneration, nanoCOF/
POM composites afford NADH yield of 97% with turnover frequency of
72.0 mmolgCOF

�1 h�1, which is the highest ever reported for COFs and is more
than 360-fold that of COF counterpart. The high photocatalytic activity of
nanoCOF/POM composites is mainly attributed to the high concentration of
charge carriers and long lifetime of photogenerated charges on the basis of
transient absorption spectroscopy, which are achieved by the cascade relay of
photogenerated electrons. The primary results suggest that the integration of
COFs with electron mediators is an efficient approach to increase the photo-
catalytic activity via promoted charge separation efficiency.
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PW12O40
3� was verified by the formation of PWV

2W
VI
10O40

5�.
Consequently, nanoCOF/POM composites with a higher
concentration of charge carriers and longer lifetime of photogen-
erated charges are more active than nanoCOF counterpart in the
photocatalytic NADH regeneration.

Previously, PW12O40
3� was incorporated in cationic COFs and

the resultant COF–POM composite exhibited improved proton
conductivity.[18] But the synthesis of COFs with cationic frame-
work is tedious and the incorporation of cationic groups in COFs
may change the light absorption properties of COFs. In this
work, we developed a facile method to prepare the COF–POM
composite by simply mixing CTAB/SDS (molar ratio of 97/3) sta-
bilized nanoCOF colloid solution with Na3PW12O40. The Tp-TTA
nanoCOFs confined in CTAB/SDS micelles were prepared
according to a literature method with slight modification using
1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol (Tp) and 4,4 0,4 00-(1,3,5-triazine-2,
4,6-triyl)trianiline (TTA) as precursors (Scheme 1).[19] With sur-
factant concentration varying from 0.1 to 0.01 M, bright yellow
solutions with Tyndall effect could be successfully obtained,
suggesting the formation of nanoTp-TTA colloids (Figure S1,
Supporting Information). The particle size of nanoTp-TTA col-
loids was measured to be, respectively, of 22, 26, and 44 nm with
surfactant concentration of 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 M on the basis of
dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement (Figure S2,
Supporting Information). The addition of Na3PW12O40 to the
nanoTp-TTA colloid solution resulted in the direct formation
of yellow colored nTp-TTA/POM-x, where n is the abbreviation
of nano, x refers to the weight percent of Tp-TTA, and POM is
the abbreviation of PW12O40

3� (Scheme 1). nTp-TTA/POM-x
composites are insoluble in most solvents, such as H2O, ethanol,
THF, CHCl3, and CH2Cl2. Interestingly, due to the solubility of
POM salt in N,N-dimethylformamide/dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and small particle size of nanoTp-TTA COF, nTp-
TTA/POM-x composites could be dispersed in DMSO to form
a transparent colloid solution as verified by the Tyndall effect
and the nanoTp-TTA COF could be precipitated from DMSO by
centrifugation at 10 000 rpm (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

The control samples Tp-TTA COF and nanoTp-TTA COF were
prepared, respectively, by traditional solvothermal method and
by precipitation of nanoTp-TTA colloid solution with ethanol.[20]

Tp-TTA COF and nanoTp-TTA COF both have crystallinity as
verified by the presence of diffraction peaks at 2-theta of 5.7�,
9.8�, 14.9�, and 26.5� assigned to 100, 110, 210, and 001
planes (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Tp-TTA COF and
nanoTp-TTA COF have Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface

area of 1103 and 722m2 g�1, respectively (Figure S5, S6 and
Table S1, Supporting Information). The transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images showed that nanoTp-TTA COF was composed of agglom-
erated particles with diameters around 20 nm, which is consis-
tent with the DLS result (Figure S7, Supporting Information).

The chemical composition of nTp-TTA/POM-x is shown in
Table S1, Supporting Information. The nTp-TTA content in
the composites was measured with 1HNMR analysis of digestion
solution of nTp-TTA/POM-x in NaOH (details see Supporting
Information and Figure S8, Supporting Information) and
increased from 0.6 to 4.1 wt% by decreasing the surfactant con-
centration in nanoTp-TTA colloids from 0.1 to 0.01 M. The aggre-
gated nanorods/nanoparticles were observed in the SEM images
of nTp-TTA/POM-x and TEM images further confirmed the
SEM results (Figure 1). The absence of impurities indicates that
nanoTp-TTA COF is well embedded in the composites. The BET
surface area of nTp-TTA/POM-x is very low and slightly
increased from 2 to 12m2 g�1 with Tp-TTA content in the com-
posites decreasing from 4.1 to 0.6 wt% (Table S1, Supporting
Information).

The Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) spectra of nTp-TTA/
POM-x showed strong C─H vibration peaks at 2850, 2920, and
3037 cm�1 assigned to C19H42N

þ (Figure 2A and Figure S10,
Supporting Information). The characteristic vibration peaks of
C═O at 1624 cm�1 and C═C at 1578 cm�1 from Tp-TTA and
the P─O vibration at 1053 cm�1, W═O vibration at 959 cm�1

and W─O─W vibration at 890 cm�1 from PW12O40
3� confirmed

the presence of both Tp-TTA and PW12O40
3� in the composite

materials.[21] 13C CP-TOSS NMR spectrum of representative
nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 exhibited weak signals in the range of
105–180 ppm assigned to Tp-TTA in addition to the strong sig-
nals from 14 to 68 ppm assigned to carbons in C19H42N

þ

(Figure 2B). The combined results of FT-IR and 13C CP-TOSS
NMR confirmed the formation of nTp-TTA/POM. The X-ray dif-
fraction patterns of nTp-TTA/POM-x only afforded diffraction
peaks at 2-theta of 2.4� and 8.8�, which may aroused from meso-
scopic order formed by the CTAB/SDS micelles (Figure S11,
Supporting Information).[22] The absence of diffraction peaks
assigned to Tp-TTA COF suggested the low crystallinity of
nanoCOF in the composites due to the disordered packing of
COFs layers in nanoCOF with particle size around 20 nm.

The UV–vis diffusion reflectance spectra (DRS) showed that
nTp-TTA/POM composites have strong visible-light absorption
properties inherited from Tp-TTA (Figure 2C and Figure S12,

Scheme 1. Synthesis of nanoTp-TTA colloidal solutions and nTp-TTA/POM composites (inset picture: photograph of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6).
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Supporting Information). In comparison with Tp-TTA COF, the
absorption edge for nTp-TTA/POM blue shifted due to the small
particle size of Tp-TTA in the composites. This also implies the

high dispersion of nanoTp-TTA in the composite materials.
nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 had similar
absorption edge at �532 nm, and the absorption edge of

Figure 2. A) FT-IR and B) 13C CP-TOSS NMR spectra of nTp-TTA/POM-4.1, C) UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra, D–F) Mott-Schottky plots of
D) nTp-TTA/POM-0.6, E) nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 and F) nTp-TTA/POM-4.1.

Figure 1. A–C) SEM and D–F) TEM images of A,D) nTp-TTA/POM-0.6, B,E) nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 and C,F) nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 (scale bar: 500 nm for
SEM and 100 nm for TEM).
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nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 was red shifted to 545 nm. This is reasonable
because nanoTp-TTA colloids for nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and nTp-
TTA/POM-1.1 (22–26 nm) had smaller particle size than those
for nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 (44 nm).

In comparison with Tp-TTA COF, the bandgap of nTp-TTA/
POM-x calculated by Tauc plots is enlarged, which is possibly
due to the small particle size of Tp-TTA in the composites
(Figure S13, Supporting Information). nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and
nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 have slightly larger bandgap (2.43 eV) than
nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 (2.37 eV). The conduction band minimum
(CBM) of nTp-TTA/POM-x and Tp-TTA COF was measured
by Mott–Schottky curves at different frequencies (Figure 2D–F
and Figure S14, Supporting Information). All nTp-TTA/POMs

samples have positive slope of the obtained C�2 value, revealing
the n-type behavior of the samples. The CBM and valence band
maximum (VBM) of nTp-TTA/POM-x are shown in Figure S15,
Supporting Information. All the composites possess much more
negative CBM than the redox potential of Na3PW12O40 (0.16 V vs
NHE),[14] indicating the possibility for the transfer of photogen-
erated electrons from nanoCOFs to PW12O40

3� (Figure 3A).
The energy diagram shows that nanoTp-TTA could generate

electrons and holes under visible-light irradiation, and the pho-
toexcited electrons are reductive enough to reduce PW12O40

3� to
HPB through one or two electron transfer, whereas the holes are
consumed by hole scavengers.[23] Without light irradiation, no
signals could be detected in the electron paramagnetic resonance

Figure 3. A) Schematic illustration of the electron relay in nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 for NADH regeneration, B) EPR spectra of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 under
different irradiation times, C) UV-vis absorbance spectra of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 (dissolved in DMSO) after light irradiation (Xe lamp, λ≥ 420 nm)
for desired time intervals, D) the band intensity at 650 nm as a function of irradiation time for nTp-TTA/POM-x in DMSO, E) EIS of
nTp-TTA/POM-x and Tp-TTA COF, F–H) kinetic profiles of transient absorption spectra of F) nTp-TTA/POM-0.6, G) nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 and
H) nTp-TTA/POM-4.1.
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(EPR) spectrum of representative nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 (Figure 3B).
After irradiation under light, a broad EPR signal at g value of
1.843 corresponding to WV appeared and this signal was gradu-
ally strengthened with irradiation time, showing the successful
formation of reduced HPB.[24] To further verify the electron
transfer, nTp-TTA/POM samples were dispersed in phosphate
buffer solution (PBS) with triethanolamine (TEOA) as hole scav-
engers. Under light irradiation (Xe lamp, λ≥ 420 nm), nTp-TTA/
POM samples turned immediately from yellow to dark green,
showing the reduction of PW12O40

3� to HPB by photoexcited
electrons. To measure the electron transfer rate of nTp-TTA/
POM samples, the nTp-TTA/POM samples at different time
intervals were dissolved in DMSO under inert atmosphere.
After removing nanoTp-TTA, the blue colored liquid was mea-
sured by UV–vis spectroscopy. The band at 650 nm correspond-
ing to WV to WVI charge transfer appeared in the UV–vis spectra
of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and nTp-TTA/POM-1.1, showing the
formation of 2e reduced PW2

VW10
VIO40

5� (Figure 3C and
Figure S16, Supporting Information). In the initial stage,
nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 only displayed a broad band at �750 nm cor-
responding to the 1e reduced PW1

VW11
VIO40

4�. The 2e reduced
PW2

VW10
VIO40

5� appeared after 30min. The intensity of the
band at 650 nm increased as a function of irradiation time.
The formation rate of PW2

VW10
VIO40

5� for nTp-TTA/POM-x
samples was compared by the band intensity at 650 nm
(Figure 3D). nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 afforded very slow formation
rate of PW2

VW10
VIO40

5� than nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and nTp-
TTA/POM-1.1, suggesting that the latter two samples could
more efficiently transfer photogenerated electrons to POM than
the former, possibly related with smaller particle size of nano
Tp-TTA in the latter two samples.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to
investigate the photoinduced charge separation efficiency
(Figure 3E). The arc radius of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 is similar to
that of nTp-TTA/POM-1.1, whereas Tp-TTA COF and nTp-
TTA/POM-4.1 afforded much larger arc radius, indicating that
nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 have higher conduc-
tivity and smaller interfacial resistance than another two sam-
ples. Furthermore, nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and nTp-TTA/POM-1.1
afforded much higher photocurrent response than nTp-TTA/
POM-4.1, showing the former two composites are more efficient
for charge separation (Figure S17, Supporting Information). The
lifetimes of charge carriers were analyzed by transient absorption
spectroscopy (TAS) (Figure 3F–H and Figure S18, Supporting
Information). The higher signal strength (ΔOD) obtained from
TAS indicated a higher concentration of charge carriers. Thus,
nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 have more amounts
of charge carriers than Tp-TTA COF, which is attributed to the
efficient electron relay and small size of Tp-TTA in the compo-
sites. The less amounts of charge carriers of nTp-TTA/POM-4.1
are possibly related with the inefficient electron transfer due
to the large particle size of Tp-TTA. nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 and
nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 have comparable lifetime of photogenerated
charges and the life time for the two samples is much longer than
those for nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 and Tp-TTA COF, further confirming
the high charge separation efficiency of the former two samples.

NAD(P)H is a cofactor in enzymatic reduction and the regen-
eration of NAD(P)H is essential for the practical application of
reductive enzymes.[25–34] According to previous reports, HPB

could be excited by visible light to form HPB* with reductive
potential more negative than [Cp*Rh(bpy)H2O]

2þ, thus, it is pos-
sible for nTp-TTA/POM-x to drive the photocatalytic NADþ

reduction with cascade electron relay on the basis of energy dia-
gram (Figure 3A).[14] The photocatalytic NADH regeneration was
used as a model reaction to test the catalytic performance of nTp-
TTA/POM-x with [Cp*Rh(bpy)H2O]

2þ as electron mediator and
TEOA as hole sacrificial reagent using Xe lamp (λ≥ 420 nm)
(Table 1).

The control experiments showed that no NADH could
be detected without either TEOA, or nTp-TTA/POM or
[Cp*Rh(bpy)H2O]

2þ or light or photocatalyst. Na3PW12O40

afforded no activity with visible-light irradiation due to its UV-
light absorption nature. With nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 as photocata-
lysts, NADþ was smoothly reduced to NADH as evidenced by
the appearance of UV–vis absorption band at 338 nm assigned
to NADH (Figure 4A). As a function of the irradiation time,
the intensity of this band increased obviously. nTp-TTA/
POM-0.6 afforded 91% NADH yield in 1 h. This means
nanoTp-TTA in ppm level could efficiently induce the photoca-
talytic NADH regeneration considering that nTp-TTA/POM-0.6
only has 0.6 wt% of Tp-TTA. Under similar reaction conditions,
Tp-TTA COF and nanoTp-TTA COF only showed NADH yield of
73% and 59%, respectively. The lower activity of nanoTp-TTA
COF than Tp-TTA COF is possibly due the lower crystallinity
and BET surface area. From the reaction profiles (Figure 4B),
the turnover frequency (TOF) was calculated and normalized
with Tp-TTA content. The TOF of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 is calcu-
lated to be 72.0mmol gCOF

�1 h�1, which is 180-fold and 360-fold
that of Tp-TTA COF and nanoTp-TTA COF, respectively. nTp-
TTA/POM-0.6 is more active than corresponding COFs, imply-
ing the efficient charge separation via the electron relay
approach. A control experiment was conducted using physical
mixture of Tp-TTA COF and Na3PW12O40 with identical compo-
sition to nTp-TTA/POM-0.6. The physical mixture afforded 21%
NADH yield, much lower than that of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6, imply-
ing the close contact of Tp-TTA and POM is necessary for
efficient electron relay. In this work, nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 afforded
a TOF as high as 72.0mmol gCOF

�1 h�1, which is far superior
to those reported in literatures (Table S2, Supporting
Information).[26–29]

Table 1. Photocatalytic NADH regeneration with nTp-TTA/POM-x and
corresponding COFs as photocatalysts.

Photocatalysta) NADH
yield [%]

TOF
[mmol·gCOF

�1 h�1]

nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 91 72.0

nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 64 25.1

nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 35 1.9

Tp-TTA COF 73 0.4

nanoTp-TTA COF 59 0.2

Na3PW12O40 0 –

Tp-TTA COF (0.15 mg)þNa3PW12O40(15 mg) 21 4.2

a)Reaction conditions: photocatalyst (15 mg), NADþ (3 μmol), Rh complex
(0.75 μmol), 2.6 mL of phosphate buffer (pH¼ 8), 0.3 g TEOA, λ≥ 420 nm,
reaction time 1 h.
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nTp-TTA/POM-1.1 and nTp-TTA/POM-4.1 afforded NADH
yield of 64% and 35% in 1 h, respectively. nTp-TTA/POM-1.1
with TOF of 25.1mmol gCOF

�1 h�1 was less active than nTp-
TTA/POM-0.6 though the two samples have similar optical prop-
erties and charge separation efficiency. Apart from photoelectric
properties, the porosity could also have significant influence on
the catalytic activity.[7,35] The lower activity of nTp-TTA/POM-1.1
is possibly related with its low surface area. The nTp-TTA/
POM-4.1 with narrow bandgap exhibited lowest activity among
nTp-TTA/POM-x samples, possibly due to its low charge separa-
tion rate. The recycling ability of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 in photoca-
talytic NADH regeneration is shown in Figure 4C. High NADH
yield of 85% could be maintained after 5 catalytic cycles, showing
the high stability of the composite material. The structure of
the recovered catalyst was almost identical to the fresh one
(Figure S19, Supporting Information). The morphology of the
recovered catalyst changed from nanorods to irregular-shaped
material, which may be the reason for the slight deactivation
of nTp-TTA/POM-0.6 after several catalytic cycles.

In summary, we reported a facile method for the synthesis
of nanoCOF/POM composites by simply mixing nanoTp-TTA
colloid solution with Na3PW12O40. The POM in the composites
served as the electron mediator and electron storage tank to
accept the photogenerated electrons from nanoCOF, which
was confirmed by UV–vis and EPR characterizations. nTp-
TTA/POM-0.6 could efficiently catalyze photocatalytic NADþ

reduction to afford 97% NADH yield with TOF of
72.0mmolgCOF

�1 h�1, which is more than 360-fold that of
COF counterpart. The high activity is attributed to the cascade
electron relay. Our work not only develops a highly active photo-
catalyst for NADH regeneration, but also demonstrates an
effective strategy to integrate of COFs with electron mediators
for enhancing photocatalytic activity.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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